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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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 amp.wordmeaning.org
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sobrecupo
OVERCUPO space or reservation to be taken care of outside the normal quota allocated.

sobredimensionamiento
OVERDIMENSIONTION action and oversize effect, calculate with a safety margin works and structures, consider
(something) more serious or serious than it really is. 

sobredolarizarse
OVERDOLARIZE to overdo it in the policy of dollarizing an economy so that it maintains two local currencies, or that the
local currency is replaced completely in exchange for the dollar. 

sobreendeudamiento
OVERENDEUDATION condition that you have been or are spending more than you raise or earn.

sobreentusiasmo
OVERENTUSIASMO exaggerated enthusiasm

sobreexpectativa
OVEREXPECTATIVE hope above real chances 2 low probability

sobreimpresionar
OVERPRINT 1 .  Make an extraordinary impression on a person 2.  Exceed the press when printing a paper or object . 
3 .  Go through the printed press again to correct or modify . 

sobremesero
AFTER-A-DAY 1 .  Mat that is placed on the table for adornment, cleanliness or comfort.  2 person who attends the
after-dinner once the dinner is over, when it is not the same garzón. 

sobremesero sobremesera
OVERSMESER, A 1.  tabletop, embellishment, lumpieza or comfort : over-the-table cloth 2. in Spain : Relative to rest
after a meal (especially lunch) once dessert has been served, and that lasts between half and an hour. 

sobrenombres
PLURAL NICKNAMES of OVERNAME , nickname

sobrepesca
OVERFISHING fishing exceeding the limits, either by exceeding what is authorized or by the quantity overfished. 

sobrepintura
OVERPAINTING top layer of protection against UV rays, moisture or other corrosive medium that is applied as
waterproofing or protective



sobrepreciada
OVERPRECIATED , A overrated , which has a value greater than its due, which is valued at more than it is worth. 

sobreprotección
OVERPROTECTION action and effect of overdoing care (of someone or something) 

sobreproteger
OVERPROTECT protect, take care too much, become harmful in care for excessive. 

sobreregalar
OVERREGALATING spelling error by OVERREGALAR

sobrerepresentar
OVERREPRESENT being constituting a greater share than its share. 

sobrerreaccionar
OVERREACTION respond exaggeratedly to a stimulus

sobrerregular
OVER-regulating excessively in such a way that such regulation ends up being harmful or counterproductive.  Be
redundant in regulation ( of something ) 

sobrerrepresentación
OVERREPRESENTATION quality of supernumerary representation, that is, in proportion greater than the percentage
that would correspond to it

sobrerrepresentar
OVERREPRESENT being in greater than the right proportion

sobrescudo
OVERSCUDO in heraldry : honorable piece consisting of a shield in the same way as the main one and with a
dimension equivalent to one third.  It is located in abyss, placed in the center of the main coat of office.  It has been
common for them to be granted by some monarch. 2 .  In the Halo video game: The Oversights are a technology
created by the Covenant that strengthen the player's energy shields. The Oversight is an equipment that appears in
almost all Halo deliveries.  In Halo : Combat Evolved , the oversight increased the player's shield by 300%, and could be
found in Campaign and Multiplayer.  In Halo 2, oversight still provided the same increase in shields, but disappeared
from Campaign. 

sobretonelaje
OVERTONELAGE excess weight in a means of transport, such as truck, boat or plane

sobreturismo
OVERTURISM Excess tourists in one place. 



sobrevender
SURVIVE sell more than you have available.  Telecommunications companies often oversell their data transmission
lines considering that it is unlikely that all users will use the lines simultaneously. 

sobrevida
SURVIVAL time remaining to die

sobrexplicación
OVEREXPLICATION redundant clarification, unnecessary

socarróna
SOCARRONA female BRAWL cunning at the same time AS ARROGANT , SARCASTIC , MOCKING

socavada
UNDERMINED past participle fem of the verb UNDERMINE , weaken , gnaw , damage

sochar
SOCHAR Chilean Arboriculture Society.  Society founded by forestry engineers Luis Hernán González, Mauricio Ponce
Donoso.  Fernando Muñoz Sáez and agronomist Patricio Sepúlveda Escobar . 

socialburocracia
SOCIALBUROCRACIA irony to refer derogatoryly to social democracy, in the sense of being a party of pure bureaucrats
who process people in their public posts instead of being efficient public servants. 

socialdemocristiana
SOCIALDEMOCRISTIANA women of SOCIALDEMOCRISTIANO

socialdemocristiano
SOCIALDEMOCRISTIAN person belonging to the Christian Democratic and Democratic conglomerate or social coalition
or to a Socialist and Christian Democratic coalition.  2 .  Idelology or doctrine shared by these members. 

socialité
SOCIALIT of the English socialize , a term that according to some has been given a French connotation, a word that
represents high society.   In diplomacy women related to a man of high political rank, i.e. wife, eldest daughters, first
ladies and also outstanding women are called socialité. 

sociedad digital
DIGITAL SOCIETY Human group of high knowledge and use of technology, in particular the one that says relation to the
communions.  Daily activities are mostly involved in the intensive use of digital media, such as in studies, banking and
commercial transactions, communication, security, health and other fields such as artistic, where digital art (cinema,
music, painting, sculpture) is created.

sociedad líquida
LIQUID SOCIETY is the characterization of highly developed societies that is credited with this evolutionary continuity



rather than the new era called POSMODERNITY

sociedad pantalla
COMPANY SCREEN company that is created to cover up another in which real business is done. 

society
SOCIETY, English term which is translated by society

socimi
SOCIMI in Spain : Anonymous Listed Real Estate Market Investment Company is the equivalent of North American
REIT created in the 1960s and copied in Europe.  In Spain they have been governing since 2009. 

socio economico
SOCIOECONOMIC (and non-economic partner) Concerning the combined level of culture and education with income or
wealth.  The lowest deciles are the poorest levels and the highest are the wealthiest.  They are stratified by classes
ABC1 is the richest group and coincidentally, the most educated.

socio íntimo
INTIMATE PARTNER View INTIMATE PARTNER

socioeducativo
SOCIOEDUCATIVO related to education from a social point of view

socioemocional
SOCIO-EMOTIONAL related to empathy, self-control and ability to relate to others.  Partner, socius, companion and
emotional of emotio, emotion, feeling, change of mind.  Children's socio-emotional development is critical to their future
life as an adult. 

socioíntima
INTIMATE PARTNER Intimate partner .  See INTIMATE PARTNER

socioíntimo
SOCIOINTIMO spelling error or contraction of INTIMATE PARTNER, condition that grants a hotel for couples in Madrid,
a travel agency in Puebla, Mexico and other shops to its frequent customers, with discounts and privileges. 

sociolaboral
SOCIO-LABOR that has both sociological and work attributes: law of socio-labor improvement

socioliteraria
SOCIOLITERARIA f .  it could be, rather, literary SOCIOGRAM, a representative graphic of the characters participating
in a book, inscribed in circles and connected by strokes with each other, according to their relationships described ad
latere.  The family tree is a form of sociogram. 



socioliterario
SOCIOLITERARIO relating to literature from a point of view of reality, phenomenon or social institution, analyzing the
moment when the author describes, his experience and what his work tells us about it; that does not refer to the text
itself. 

sociosanitaria
PARTNERSANITARIO Women's PARTNERS

sociosanitario
SOCIOSANITARIO , a in Spain : 1 .  Person who is dedicated to partner care.  2 .  Related to the social, curative and
educational care of groups with some degree of physical, psychic or sensory vulnerability. 

soda cáustica
SODA CAUSTIC Sodium Hydrate, white and very water soluble, which is especially used in the manufacture of hard
soaps.   In addition other applications are crayon, paper, explosives, paints and petroleum products.  electroplasty and
electrolytic extraction.

sodalicio
spiritual family, is a broad group of people who live their relationship with God from a particular perspective always in
communion with the great tradition of the Church

sodom
SODOM German thrash metal band formed in 1981 in Gelsenkirchen by Thomas Such (aka Angelripper), on bass and
vocals, and Frank Testegen (aka Agressor) on guitar. 

soes
SOES The right word is Soez .  See Soez

software didáctico
DIDACTIC SOFTWARE 1 . program with educational content 2.  Program designed to facilitate its use through user
aids. 

sogamoso
SOGAMOSO is a place located in the center of Bocayá district, in the Alto Chicamocha region. 

sojo
SOJO is a municipality in the municipality of Ayala, in the province of Alava.  2 .  Diego de Sojo y Peñaranda was a
Spanish conqueror and encomendero who founded Santiago de Talamanca, of which he was its third mayor, from 1609
to 1610, when he was appointed lieutenant governor of his judicial territory. 3 .  Restaurant in Shijuku, Japan.

sojuzgamiento
SOJUZGATION, action and effect of subjugating, subduing, enslaving

sol de colán



In the old Spanish saying there is the expression LUNA DE PAITA AND SOL DE COLON to highlight the feeling of
much clarity of both stars, causing confusion, disconnection with reality, and pleased for its beauty, particularly between
January and March, on the beaches of the port of Paita and the district of Colán in that Peruvian port.  The expression is
an irony to say that someone is distr, half lost, supposedly by the fascination of these places.  Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions may be walking in the clouds, being on the moon

solanesco
SOLANESCO relative or belonging to the Spanish lyric poet and painter José Gutiérrez Solana Madrid, in the way he
said, wrote, painted or did something.  Interestingly it refers to his second surname, and not, as usual, to the first and
main.  Maybe because gutierresco sounds chabacano and less elegant. 

solapador
SOLAPADOR Said of a person : He viciously hides the truth, who acts overlappingly, wickedly and hiding intentions

solastalgia
SOLASTALGIA neologism for anxiety, mental or existential stress produced specifically and exclusively by
environmental change. 

solidarismo
SOLIDARISM solidarity, support from the strongest, powerful to the weakest, of the most capable at least. 

solirtario
SOLIRTARIO Error by SOLITARY 1 .  Game of cards that is made without opponents.  2 .  Gemstone set as the only
stone in a ring 3.  Saying of a person or thing: that it is isolated, unansyed

solites
SOLITES error by SORITESen Philosophy : Reasoning formed by several chained propositions, so that the predicate of
the antecedent becomes the subject of the following , until in the conclusion the subject of the first is joined with the
predicate of the last. 

solícitos
Plural SOLICITOS of [SoLÍCITO Servicial, attentive, willing to help

solo con acento
ONLY WITH ACENTO this term was removed from the Spanish language.  It only existed to differentiate the adjective
only from the adverb alone.  He wore an accent when he could be replaced equally by only, with the meaning of hardly

solo con tilde
ONLY WITH TILDE The word is tilde only when it can be replaced by only, that is, when it means only.

solo tilde
Only wears TILDE when it can be replaced by only .  But it is the adverb that denotes loneliness : I am alone.  The SAR,
however, approved the use of both terms without accent because no ambiguity occurs when used in a given context.



solotusa
SOLOTUSA Serbian village of about 1066 people according to the 2002 census.  It belongs to the municipality of Bajina
Basta, 673 km2 in the Drina valley and which, in turn, is part of the district of Zlatibor. 

solterx
SOLTERX feminist style that aims to differentiate sexes when speaking or writing.  Thus, single is male only, single is
female and solter@ or single is synonymous with single or single

solucion drastica
DRASTIC SOLUTION Expression that implies a definitive solution to a problem .  I'm broke.  I'll take a drastic solution
(hinting to kill myself).  The narcos are destroying us.  You have to take a drastic solution (annihilate them).  not always,
but often drastic solutions involve suicides or murders of people, as it has characteristics of irreversible

sombrero fedora
FEDORA HAT Flexible and short-winged hat, classic originating in Italy.  Usually made of felt.  By antonomasia, it is also
called by the name of the clothing company that invented it: "borsalino".  In the rioplatense jargon of the twenties to
forties, the fedora hat was called gacho, for its crouched front wing. 

sombrerón
SOMBRERON in Guatemala : mythological character of the legends of Guatemala, personified by a dwarf who wears a
huge hat and who chooses women who are serenaded.  2 .  Movie The Hat, about this legend. 

someros
SOMERO plural SOMEROS, small, insignificant, dim, shallow

sometedla
SOME-DLA ( and no slmetedla ), pronominal form of the second plural person of the imperative mode of verb
SOMETER 1 .  Put under the yoke, enslave: the Romans subdued all the barbarian peoples of Europe.  2 .  Put under
certain procedure : undergo a surgery, to a treatment.

someterce
SOMETERCE Spelling error by SOMETERSE reflexive form of verb SOMETER

somnifobia
SOMNIPHOBIA Hatred or repulsion to fall asleep, for fear of not waking up anymore because you have passed away, or
another similar fear. 

songwriter
SONGWRITER song writer, songwriter, songwriter.

sonificar
SONIFY provide sound 2 .  Use voiceless audio to transmit information or make data perceived. 

sonrisa picarona



PICARONA SMILE sensual smile, insinuating smile, smile with mischief or interest in seducing

sonrisitas
SMILES 1 .  Flirting gestures that women make to men, to attract them.  2 .  Small smiles of guilt after being discovered
in some minor fault.

sonrojante
SONROJANTE that provokes blush, which is embarrassing

sonsonear
SOUND 1 .  make small and repeated blows that occur in one part, imitating a sound of music.  2 .  Soniquetear.  In
Chile : A way of speaking proper to people in one region, which distinguishes them from others, accent. I don't like the
sound of his words. 

soñar con higuerillas
DREAM WITH HIGUERILLAS the figurine is the most poisonous tree that exists.  While it has medicinal use a higher
dose, although low, it can kill.  It is rare to dream of figilla because it is not common for people to know the
characteristics of the tree or shrub.  Its meaning is not positive, but it allows you to alert yourself and protect yourself
from danger.  These are usually labour problems, where work is at risk from working jealousy, and in other cases
suspected infidelity or loss of confidence.  Don't try to get the couple to literally poison you, but you're not sure about
your partner's behavior. 

soñar con migitorios
DREAMING WITH MYGITORIOS This query should be considered spam in the context of the dictionary since it refers to
explaining or interpreting the meaning of a specific dream, which is dreaming of urinals, and not the semantic meaning
of the phrase, which is what we here call.  You should go to the dream dictionary about the meaning of dreams.

soñar dulce
DREAM DULCE Sleep well.  YOU want DULCES DREAMS to those who go to sleep, wanting to say that sleep well,
without shocks, without nightmares, without insomnia or waking up in the middle of the night

soñar en grande
Dreaming big means projecting long-term, without small or initial limitations

sopena
SO PENA In English it is said UNDER PENALTY , In Spanish means under penalty or threat of

sopio
SOPIO penis

sopla nuca
SOPLA NUCA see SOPLANUCAS OR LAMECULOS

sopla nucas



SOPLANUCAS (better than SOPLA NUCAS) homosexual active, i.e. the one that penetrates subparejs.  Expression
originated by the usual position that the penetrater, over , is on top of the other, the under or bite. 

soplanuca
SOPLANUCA in Argentina: gay person penetrating another man, because of the position left with his face on the back of
his partner

soplapichas
SOPLAPICHAS flatterer, sucker, person dedicated to complicating a boss or higher in order to gain advantages. 

soporte
Soporte spanish for Support, in the same many meanings as in english. Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
can be apoyo, ayuda, help, assistance

sorayismo
SORAYISMO idolatry by Soraya, the Colombian-American singer who had to stop her career when she self-detected
breast cancer, dying 6 years later, in 2006, at the age of 38.  Colombian radios continue to play his songs. 

sorayista
SORAYISTA supporter or follower of the former Colombian-American author and producer SORAYA Raquel Lamilla
Cuevas ( 1969-2006).  She died of breast cancer at the age of 37. 

sorbetería
SORBETERIA Business or shop where sorbets and other pastry products are sold

sordeast
SORDEAST spelling error by NORDEAST Northeast in English .  Eventually. southeast is said SOUTHEAST and not
SORDEAST. 

sordociega
SORDOCIEGO , As a result of being deaf and blind simultaneously

sordociego
SORDOCIEGO person with deafness and blindness

sorhondoa
SORHONDOA TO ASK again mr. sorondo something that he himself already answered?

sorocos
SOROCOS Music by Yargos Karantzis, 2008 2 .  in Puerto Rico: vulgar adjective to describe who lacks a leg, that is, a
lame.  Also to those who lack a finger, hand or arm, that is, a ñoco, manco or souk.  Also animal that lacks one or two
horns 3 .  in Mexico : Person who does not understand for more explanation that is given, silly, foolish, slow, stupid. 



sorondear
SORONDEAR in Spain: basque, sorondo, wide field;  wander or stroll through field 2.  Misspelling by CORONDEAR,
derived from CORONDO, soft, tender, badly pronounced sometimes as SORONDO or ZORONDO, by the custom of
sesear in some places, pronouncing as /s/ the /c/ and also the /z/.  3 .  In Asturian, deformation or spelling error by
SERONDEAR, from the Latin serotinus, in Agriculture: ripening late.  Figuratively, act in an immature manner. 

sorprendida
SURPRISED female SURPRISED, caught off guard 2.  To be discovered by surprise in a misdemeanor or crime. 

sorprendidos
SURPRISED part .  past pl .  of SURPRISE

sota caballo y rey
SOTA , CABALLO AND REY be something predictable, natural and repetitive, without surprises. 

soundsystem
SOUND SYSTEM ( and neither soundsystem ) anglilicism by sound system

soundtrack
SOUNDTRACK anglilicism by sound track of a film

soxo
SOXO international trademark of children's shoe store, slippers, thermal socks, ballerinas, slippers, stockings and other
similar items for infants and children. 

soy muy agil
I AM VERY AGILE (and I am not very agile) I have a very flexible athletic state.  I can run very fast and contour
incredibly.

soyarhi
SOYAHRI contraction, youtuber nickname I am ahri, player or League of Legends players who post since 2015 on
youtube their battles as Ahri. 

spa dental
SPA DENTAL new concept of dentistry that offers a combination of high quality dental treatments with specialized
therapeutic and relaxation services. 

spec
English abbreviation SPEC for specification

spectrum
SPECTRUM English word, spectrum in Spanish, with which it is called the full range within which a physical or statistical
variable is moved.



speedcuber
SPEEDCUBER anglicism derived from the English SPEED, velocity and CUBE, cube, from which in turn derives
CUBER, which makes the cube; term that designates competitors who try to solve the Rubik's Cube in the shortest
possible time.  The cube is easy to solve in its first two stages, not so the third, in which the faces are disarmed already
of a single color.  A task that 98% of the world's population cannot solve, speedcubers achieve it in a few seconds, even
blindfolded or with their feet, in 2x2x2, 3x3x3, 4x4x4 and other formats such as pyramidal, spherical and other variants. 

spf
SPF stands for Sender Policy Franework or Sender Regulatory Framework.  Cyber protection against the falsification of
addresses in the sending of emails. ? Identifies, through the domain name records (right side of the @ ), the SMTP mail
servers authorized to transport the messages.  My email is ****@**aut . cl The STP reads the plaut domain, goes to the
server where it is registered and managed and verifies the legality of both. 

spiderman
SPIDERMAN Anglilicism by Spider-Man, Superhero of Comics and Movies

spin doctor
SPIN DOCTORS (and not SPIN DOCTOR) is a New York musical ensemble created in 1988 and playing pop music. 
Her best songs were Two princes and Little Miss can't be wrong, both included on their first album Pocket full of
Kritonite. 

spin off
SPIN OFF anglilicism for spliting Desgage, by-product, indirect effect, incidental benefits

spin-off
SPIN-OFF anglicism meaning derived from; something that is imitative or derived from a work , company , product , TV
series , previous film

spinetteana
SPINETTEANA in Argentina : relative to Argentine musician Luis Alberto Spinetta, singer, guitarist, intellectual, poet,
record producer, cartoonist and composer, considered one of the most important musicians in Latin America. 

spinetteano
SPINETTEANO relative or belonging to Luis Alberto Spinetta (1950-2012), multifaceted Argentine artist, intellectual
singer, composer, record producer, cartoonist, guitarist, poet, writer and one of the most important musicians in Latin
America. 

spirit
SPIRIT English word that means spirit, in the sense of the mood you have had or have ( for something ) 

spliter
SPLITER Anglilicism Spelling Error by SPLITTER , Divider

splitter
SPLITTER anglilicism by SEPARATOR , divider



spock
SPOCK name of the lieutenant of the Star Treck series ( Star Trek ), called Mr Spock or Mr Spock , born in Vulcan, able
to smell what many beings are incapable and who has a life expectancy of more than 200 years.  Represented by
Leonard Nimroy, who passed away on February 27, 2015, he was one of the most recognized characters in the series,
and for his classic greeting with paired fingers making a V and saying "live long and prosper".  Spock is not an English
word. that appears in dictionaries. 

spokane
SPOKANE US city located in the eastern part of Washington state, near the border with the state of Idaho.  It is the
second largest and oldest in the state. 

spoofing
SPOOFING anglicanism coming from SPOOF, parodiar and consisting of impersonating another on social networks,
usually hacking your IP. 

sports
SPORTS pl .  Sport sport in English Colloquially is used to indicate a person who responds chivalrously to a defeat,
challenge or similar situation.  2 .  Use a distinctive element: Hercules Poirot sported a nice moustache 3 .  Acting
energetically: They sported gracefully in the water 4 .  Casual clothing style: Sport dress, but elegant. 

spotter
SPOTTER 1 .  Spot, point, place, spot, aircraft hunter, observation and registration of aircraft, ships, trains and/or
automobiles in both written and photographic mode.  2 .  Metal plate de-denting machine or tool.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be de-deboler, transport observer

sprache
SPRACHE German word meaning language

squat
SQUAT anglilicism by KNEELING, squatting, getting down on your knees.  Knee flexion, squats. 

ss
SS 1 .  Your Holiness 2.  Bloodthirsty and murderous Nazi corps, by Schutzstaffthe security schutz and staffel, personal.
 3 .  SSS, which was customary to put before signing a letter, means your secure server. 

stabilizer
STABILIZER English term for 1 .  STABILIZER 1 .  stabilizer, stabilizer, which regulates market prices so that it does not
exceed in the production of a good 2.  temperature, pressure or othervariable regulator 3.  FRISELINA material used as
interlace for thermal insulation .  Nonwoven polypropylene fabric to increase strength

staf
STAF spelling error by STAFF headquarters

stakeholder
STAKEHOLDER bet taker



stalkeo
STALKEO see STOLKEO

stalking
STALKING from English TO STALK , sap, be observing .  STALKING is the action of monitoring or spying, via the
Internet, especially using social networks.  Some scholars call them silent observers or ghosts. This observer is called
STALKER

stand alone
STAND ALONE from English STAND squat standing and ALONE alone.  In jnformatics : program that does not require
others to work or that does not require an Internet connection to run it.  In general , ( equipment ) autonomous operation

stand up
STAND UP , imperative form of the verb TO STAND UP stand.  It is apocope and part of the expression STAND UP
COMEDY, which refers to a very fashionable humorous show where, as its name says, the comedian or comedian is
permanently standing on stage, in front of the auditorium. 

standupero
STANDUPERO comedian or other artist who performs a show standing and alone on stage.  It's usually standup
comedy or stand comedian. 

star system
STAR SYSTEM English language meaning star system .

start go
START GO anglilicism by YA or PART to start a race or event oartida .  START or GO are synonymous when it comes
to a split order. 

start up
SRART UP venture that starts small and is projected with great growth potential. 

start-up
START-UP action that appears in the market with innovative ideas and that present great potential for commercial
success. 

startup
STARTUP new venture that, unlike an SME, is at certain to be scalable in the short or medium term. 

startup nation
STARTUP NATION English expression, nascent country, country that departs .

startupera
STARTUPERA anglilicism by entrepreneur, initiated, initiating, the one who initiates



startupero
STARTUPERO person who carries out an entrepreneurship with projection to expand in sales volume and area of
influence

status quo
STATUS QUO Latin phrase meaning THE CURRENT STATE OF THINGS

steel frame
STEEL FRAME steel frame, better called STEEL FRAMING, a frame of galvanized steel profiles.  It differs from timber
FRAME equal but wooden structures. 

stellium
STELLIUM latin stella, star; cluster or set of three planets, or 4 if there is also the Moon, which are concentrated in a
house, in a natal chart.  For astrology they mean that if at birth there was a given stellium, it will influence the whole life
and personality of the owner of that letter.  The stellium has the attribute of empowering itself, that is, that the influence
of the planets will be greater than each of them separately.  If the maximum distance between the planets is less than 12
degrees there is talk of a compact stellium. 

stellplatz
STELLPLATZ Germanism of PLATZ, place and STELLEN put, place : parking Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be parking, parkplatz

stent
Eponymous STENT derived from the surname of Charles Thomas Stent, who patented (1856) a thermoplastic material,
called Stent paste, to make dental impressions;  vascular stent consisting of a metal mesh (coated with a releasing drug
that prevents future blockages) that expands, once a catheter has been inserted into the damaged blood vessel through
an incision in the artery at arm, wrist or groin, a clinical procedure called angioplasty.  The stent is usually placed in
coronary arteries that have suffered injuries and where there is obstruction of blood circulation with danger of heart
attack, or as a result of one already occurred.  The most common cause of the damage is the accumulation of
cholesterol in the arterial walls.  The stent, by extension, can be any inflatable mesh installed in a duct, such as the renal
for example. 

sterrato
Italian STERRATO, gravel, gravel 2.  Unskirted Road 3 .  Dirt. 

stevia
STEVIA natural vegetable sweetener, sugar substitute.  It is extracted from the rebaudiana stevia plant

sticker tag
STICKER TAG anglicism by access control by label; access control system based on an electronic device that is
installed on the windshield and that an antenna at the access point detects and lifts the barrier. 

stock residual
RESIDUAL STOCK Volumes of goods or products that are discontinued or out-of-use balances, stored or in reserve.



stolkeo
STOLKEO anglilicism coming from the verb to stalk, harassing, spying; action and effect of spying, monitoring on the
Internet, by using social media

stop and frisk
STOP AND FRISK anglilicism by DEN AND ACT, also called Stop, interrogates and acts.  New York Police proceedings
to temporarily detain and interrogate civilians on the street. 

store manager
STORE MANAGER anglilicism by STORE MANAGER person, who is in charge of the management of the store. 
Sometimes you have the company of a SALES MANAGER, or SALES MANAGER. 

storge
STORGE 1 .  it's that love that starts with a friendship and then, overnight, not knowing how or when, it becomes a
romantic relationship.   2 .  Greek divinity of friendship

storie
STORIE anglicism by recounting a historical fact or event as a tale .  Not to be confused with storey , floor whose plural
is storeys . 

story
STORY anglicism by story, story, count. 

storyloving
STORYLOVING anglilicism by AMANTE DE LOS CUENTOS technical marketing derived from STORYTELLING, which
consists of bringing the consumer closer to brands providing a unique experience.  Consumers are about participating in
live events or virtual spaces where they participate with products. 

storytelling
STORYTELLING Narration 2 .  Description of your product, its origin, its history, its production to improve the imgen of
your brand. 

strapon
STRAPON anglicism by dildo or vibrator with harness, or Strap-on, sex toy that is placed at the waist of the woman for
the purpose of penetrating anally or vaginally to another person. 

stream
STREAM anglicism by flow, current, torrent, wave

streamer
STREAMER anglicism derived from STREAMER, a flag that flies in the wind, a banner, or any long strip and narrow
strip that flies in the wind

streaming



STREAMING transmission, process and projection on online computers through a computer so that the start of the
transmission can coincide with the start of the projection, without having to wait for the completement of the .  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be continuous broadcast, streaming, continuous reading, continuous
transmission, continuous download

street art
STREET ART anglicism by street art, drawings that are made on the floor in places of high circulation of pedestrians. 

street food
STREET FOOD anglilicism by STREET FOOD refers to the food offered in mobile carts

street style
STREET STYLE street style anglilicism.  Fashion that is seen on the street of the big cities and that does not respond to
patterns created by fashion houses or sstudios but rather to youthful or citizen designs and styles. 

street workout
STREET WORKOUT anglicism by STREET TRAINING, competitive version of calisthenics, taking your exercises to a
much higher level of complexity.  Calisthenics are body weight exercises in order to tone and develop the muscles to
achieve greater flexibility, better body figure and more strength, but it does not aim to maximize muscle power.  . 

streetwear
STREETWEAR anglicismo by STREETWEAR of style and quality, This fashion was initiated by Shawn Stussy when
signing his handmade boards with his surname in the early 80s in Laguna Beach, Ca.  Then he made t-shirts and did
even better than with the boards.  It began to expand through other sports such as skating, snowboarding and local
clubs until it dominated the world.  Basically it is comfortable clothes free of baroque as sometimes seen on the
catwalks, but of great style

streming
STREMING spelling error by STREAMING Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be streaming, continuous
reading, streaming

strip center
STRIP CENTER is a shopping center where shopping premises are lined up in front of a street.

stripcenter
STRIPCENTER (again) group of commercial premises placed in line with a large common parking lot in front of them

stripper
STRIPPER from the English 'STRIPPER', nudist and this from the verb 'STRIP', to undress; person who makes a paid
erotic show of nudity to entertain an audience, in general, of the opposite sex. 

stroke
STROKE anglilicism by INFARTO, heart attack



stroke-like
STROKE-LIKE anglicism by events similar to an attack.   There are many translations that contain the expression
stroke-like episodes.  Stroke-like episodes are typical of mitochondrial diseases Clinically simulate ischemic strokes or
hemorrhagic strokes with a different diagnostic-therapeutic approach. 

stund
STUND 1 .  time, in German 2.  Phonic stunt deformation , a term used in acrobatic motorcycling. 

stunt
STUNT 1 .  Trick 2.  Atrophy, impede growth.  3 .  Perform aerobatic flights.  4 .  Feat, feat.  5 .  In filming : dangerous
take. 

stunt driver
STUNT DRIVER, English expression, STUNT, difficult, restricted, but in this case has the meaning of a less common
meaning, which is acrobatics, and DRIVER, driver.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be acrobat, test
pilot

styling
STYLING anglilicism by STYLISM, technique and facial and body beauty treatments. 

su alma es de leche
YOUR ALMA IS OF MILK Allegory for You have a healthy heart, pure, without evil.

su antipedagojico y una oracion
YOUR ANTIPEDAGOJICO spelling error by ANTIPEDAGOGICAL , which is contrary to a good teaching method, which
is harmful to teaching. 

su proposito
YOUR PURPOSE (and not your purpose) is the objective, the reason, the reason

suajado
SUAJADO in Mexico: die-cutting, non-straight cutting of soft surfaces such as paper, plastic, sheets, fabrics, cardboard,
vinyl. 

suaje
SUAJE In Mexico : die, die-cutting

suanfazon
SUANFAZON in Colombia : ( SUANFONZON or SUANFONSON , and not suanfazon ) neologism that has gone viral on
social networks, as synonymous with very quickly.  Born from a viral video for the onomatopoeic sound it makes when
passing a formula 1 car at full speed

suaves
SUAVES plural de SUAVE



suavísimo
SOFT SUPERLATIVE of SUAVE; very soft

suavísimos
VERY SOFT PL .  of SOFT, superlative of SUAVE; very soft

sub 15
SUB 15 sports team whose players cannot exceed 15 years of age as of December 31 of the year in compete. 

sub 23
SUB 23 sports team whose members are all 23 years old maximum.

sub 35
SUB 35 low or up to 35 years of age age or age 35.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be under the
age of 35, under the age of 35,

sub-21
SUB-21 that is at most 21 years old as of December 1 of the current year. 

sub-representación
SUBREPRESENTATION that the representativeness (of a group) is below the proportion that corresponds to it.

sub15
SUB 15 sports group that, by regulation, each participant cannot exceed 15 years of age. 

sub20
U20 team or set of players not over 20 years of age as of December 31 of the current year.  In some cases it refers to
players under the age of 20. 

subagregado
SUBAGREGADO See VICE-AGREGADO

subalimentación
SUB-FOOD action and effect of subfeeding, provide fewer nutrients than those of a normal diet. 

subalternización
SUBALTERNIZATION put under the orders of a superior .  Leave as a junior

subcapitán
SUBCAPITON grade immediately lower than that of captain .  Normally this grade is called lieutenant.  In the navy there
are 3 degrees of captain : of ship, frigate and corvette, but there is no subcapitán.



subcuenta
SUBCUTENT disaggregated level less than a ledger account, in which the entries of the same gloss are posted. 

subcuentas
SUBCUTENTS plural of SUBCUENTA

subdermico
SUBDERMAL (and non-SUBDERMIC) subcutaneous , which goes under the skin or dermis . 

subdérmico
SUBDÉRMIC that goes under the dermis or skin. 

subespecialidad
SUBSPECIALTY area of expertise at a more specific level of a healthcare professional.  For example, in oncology, there
are subspecialties in breast, gastric, bone, leukemia and other cancers. 

subespecialización
SUBSPECIALIZATION restriction greater than the level of specialization, in particular in medicine and the armed forces. 
Traumatologists should be subspecialized into a small group of bones and muscles, such as hands or neck. 

subgigante
SUBGIGANTE Smaller than ( a ) giant . 

subgobierno
UNDERGOBIERNO government acting, in the most absolute darkness

subhúmeda
SUBHUMEDA have areas where there is an intermediate climate, between wet and semi-arid and precipitation, intense
in summer and dry in winter, contribute to the growth of long or short pastures, but not forests. 

subhúmedo
SUBHUMEDO refers to a type of climate, also called tropical altitude where summers are rainy and winters are dry. 

subir la bandera
RAISE THE FLAG Izar, fly, raise the flag.

subitaneas
PLURAL plural (and non-subitanea) SUBITANEOUS SUBITANAS, which happens suddenly, from sudden modk

subjetivizar
SUBJECTIVIZE return (something) relative, according to the eyes of the observer.  Antonym of objectivize . A clear
example happened at the constitutional convention on October 4, 2021.  The table had condemned the burning of the
personal property of Venezuelan immigrants by Iquiqueños the previous week.  This time conventional minority



oppositionists called for a minute of silence for the murdered workers burned alive by a Mapuche group.  What's worth
more? Human life or personal belongings? The bureau considered that it was not justified and rejected it.  That is
subjectivity. 

sublebulas
SUBLEBULAS actually this term is non-existent.  We should classify it as SPAM.  It could be related to papal bulls,
ancient decrees with seal (bulla) of lead, that issued the pope in important matters, usually political.  Today it is used as
a protocol, for example, pharmacological bulls, which specify how it should be and which contain the information leaflet
that is introduced in the box of remedies. 

subletal
SUBLETAL which is at a lower level than the death result. 

subliñado
SUBLIÑADO probable error by SUBLIMATED 1 .  A substance obtained by a direct passage from the solid to the
gaseous state.  2 Say of mercuric chloride, a poisonous substance used in medicine as a disinfectant

subliteratura
SUBLITERATURE books of low literary quality, which contribute little or nothing to culture. 

suborbital
SUBORBITAL Sub, low, and orbit Ellipse that runs through an object or body surrounding a central core.  Said of a
planet Flight describing a satellite or other element, about 100 km high, but that does not reach to complete an entire
orbit.

subordinaci
SUBORDINACI spelling error by SUBORDINATION , dependence

subpartida
Sub SUBPARTIDA, under , low and item , each of the items or quantities that make up a ledger account .  This can be in
money or in species, sugar heading, wheat departure.  The budget of the nation consists of budget items, for education,
health, defense, transport, social security, housing, sport, assigned by ministries.  Given the immense number of
accounting accounts, we talk about subheadings when it comes to a more disaggregated level of a game.

subpilates
SUBPILATES anglicism of substitute pilates ( teacher ) pilates classes provided by a substitute teacher or coach . 

subpoblación
SUBPOPULATION a subset of people who are part of a population: the Christian subpopulation, in Palestine, was
reduced from 75% in 1948 to 5% in 2020.  2 .  shortage of inhabitants in a given territory.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be icy regions and deserts are underpopulated 

subprime
SUBPRIME anglicism to designate oresthamists or loans at rates much higher than the prime rate, since borrowers
have low credit ratings (not very solvent).  Subprime leads to higher risks which has contributed in the past to severe



financial crises. 

subraordinacion
SUBRAORDINATION There is no such term The word is SUBORDINATION Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be edndarous, be under command

subrepresentación
UNDERREPRESENTATION error by SUBREPRESENTATION to be participating with a number of people less than the
percentage that would correspond to it so that it was proportional. 

subrepresentar
UNDERPRESENT to be represented in an unmeasured situation to which it would correspond. 

subrrepresentación
SUB-REPRESENTATION quality of participation lower than the proportional percentage that corresponds to it

subsector
SUBSECTOR is part of a sector; a section of a sector. 

subsede
SUBSEDE center, enclosure or premises that reports or administratively depends on a higher-ranking or category
headquarters. 

substantia nigra
SUBSTANTIA NIGRA Heterogeneous portion of the middecephalus and important part of the basal ganglia system .   . 
The compact part contains neurons that in humans are dyed black with the neuromelanin pigment that decreases with
age.  The compact part is usually divided into ventral floor and dorsal floor; the latter is calbindine positive.  The function
of dopaminergic neurons in the compact part of the black substance is complex, and seems related to learning. The
degeneration of pigmented neurons in this region is causing Parkinson's disease.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be locus niger, black substance

subsuperficiales
SUBSURFACE plural of SUBSURFACE, which is, goes to or passes under the surface or skin. 

subterráneos
Underground. 1 .  It lies below the level of the earth 2.  Passage, piece, or floor that is below the street level of a building
or property.  3 .  Elements, such as conversations, plans and conspiracies that are carried out in secret

subtexto
SUBTEXT 1 .  Information provided in an inexperienced form but that the intelligent observer can visualize 2 . minor text
or category.   Footers are subtexts and , usually have fewer pikes than text. 

subtramo
SUBSECTION each of the sections or parts into which a section is divided. 



subumbral
SUBUMBRAL Which is in theregion adjacent to the threshold by its lower level, if possible.  In contrast, when above it is
called SUPRAUMBRAL

suburbium
Latin SUBURBIUM to designate the peripheral residential area of the city.  On the contrary, in Spanish it also represents
the peripheral area but with marginal poverty character and not necessarily residential. 

subyugadla
SUBYU-GÁDLA ( and not subjugatela ) pronominal form of the singular or plural person zegunda of imperstive of the
verb subjugate, subject to slavery, put under the yoke.

succionador de clitoris
CLITORIS SUCATING SPELLING Error by CLITORAL SUCTOR

succionador de clítoris
CLITOR SUCTION sex toy that stimulates the clitoris more intensely than normal toys.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be clitoral sonic sucator, clitoral sonic massager

suce
SUCE in Peru : Single Application for Foreign Trade, form that with which the formalities are initiated in the Single
Window of Foreign Trade ( VUCE ) 

suck
SUCK literally suck, colloquially, IT SUCKS, sucks, makes me sick.  But SUCK ME has a sexual connotation. 

sucumbiria
SUCUMBIRIA spelling error by SUCUMBIRÍA , conditional of the verb SUCUMBIR , to die

sudtribune
SUDTRIBUNE from German, is actually S.D.R., means stands on the south side (of the Dortmund stadium).  By
antonomasia this is called the southern stands of the Borusia-Dortmund stadium, the loudest in all of Europe. 

suecochilena
SUECOCHILENA see SUECOCHILENO

suecochileno
SUECOCHILENO 1 .  Person of Swedish father and Chilean mother, or vice versa 2 .  Person who was born in Sweden
and lives in Chile, or vice versa 3.  Institution that has commercial, cultural, artistic, scientific or military connections with
Sweden and Chile

sued and left for broke
SUED AND LEFT FOR BROKE English expression meaning "Defendant and abandoned for being broken" or
"Defendant and terminated".



sueño húmedo
WET SLEEP involuntary ejaculation during sleep. 

suéltala
SUÈLTALA second person singular of the imperative mode of the verb TO RELEASE . 

suhoor
SUHOOR of Arabic and Hindi, sunset, sunset.  Food served by Muslims early in the morning, before fasting ( sawn),
before sunset during the month of Ramadaan, or outside it. 

suiendo
SUIENDO spelling error by RISING , gerundio of the verb SUBIR

suite de software
Anglicism SOFTWARE SUITE for a set of related applications

sujetavelas
VELAS chandelier, candlestick, piece of metal, wood or other material with several arms to hold a candle in each. 

sulfhidrilo
SULFHIDRILO inorganic chemical radical formed by a sulphur molecule and a hydrogen molecule ( -SH ), being its
molecular conformation similar to the hydroxyl group is called sulfhydrile or thiol. 

sumamente alegre
EXTREMELY ALEGRE Said of a person : that overflows joy, that is or is happy in a high degree. Said of in event : that it
produces a lot of joy in its participants or contertulios .

sumamente contento
EXTREMELY HAPPY Cheerful in the extreme.

sumendi
SUMENDI partnership for self-management of health, which aims to empower people, promote self-healing power and
consider the environmental and economic factors that influence it.  Founded in 1986 in Euskal Herria. 

sumiso sexual
SEXUAL SUBMISSIVE is the man or woman who likes to be dominated by his sexual partner, obeys him and respects
him as his master or love, at least during the sexual game.  He can be more extreme and like to be humiliated and
mistreated i.e. treated as a sex slave.

sumisos
Submission obedient, delivered, which abides without replicator.  In the sexual realm person who plays a sex slave and
who abides by the orders of another person without squeaking and with goodwill.



sumun
SUMUN phonetic deviation from Summum, Latin word, which means maximum in sumo degree.  Higher level at which a
quality can reach

sunscreen
SUNSCREEN Anglilicism meaning SUN SCREEN Sunscreen 1 .  Roller curtain 2 .  Sunscreen

superacumulación
SUPERACUMULATION Extreme concentration ( of something ) 

superatleta
SUPERATLETA AR athlete (high performance), elite athlete. 

superauto
SUPERAUTO auto with extraordinary attributes, particularly in terms of total power

superautomatica
SUPERAUTOMATICA spelling error by SUPERAUTOMATIC, female SUPERAUTOMATIC

superautomática
SUPERAUTOMATIC valid term when there are degrees of automation and this is the case where the usual levels of
automation of a computer or machine are exceeded. 

superbacteria
SUPERBACTERIA strains of bacteria that, through random mutative prlcesos, generate defenses to counteract and
overcome antibiotics. 

superbarón
SUPERBARÓN a nobleman with baron rank and superior qualities.  It would not be surprising if he asked about
SUPERVARÓN, in which case it is understood (better) that it is a physically and sexually gifted man, with great power to
have sex.  He should, in addition, possess exceptional qualities of emotional intelligence and hard (otherwise he would
be only a supermacho). 

superbendicion
SUPERENDING Spelling Error by Supersending Augmentative Blessing

superboda
SUPERBODA wedding of great pomp, size and elegance

superbomba
SUPERBOMBA (and not superpump), explosive of greater detonation power and destruction than a normal bomb. 

superbotellon



SUPERBOTELLON misspelling by SUPERBOTELLÓN third time that defines this term

superbotellón
SUPERBOTELLÓN 1 .  in Spain: unlimited meeting, held by young people who get together to meet, talk and that is
accompanied by alcoholic beverages.  They are typical in the evenings of the Spanish beaches 2 .  It is an exaggerated
or superlative way of naming a bottle.  It can be a 20-liter jug or chuica of water, but rather refers to a large bottle of
wine, whiskey or other alcohol, possibly 2 or 3 liters. 

superbotellón
SUPERBOTELLÓN 1 .  in Spain: unlimited meeting, held by young people who get together to meet, talk and that is
accompanied by alcoholic beverages.  They are typical in the evenings of the Spanish beaches 2 .  It is an exaggerated
or superlative way of naming a bottle.  It can be a 20-liter jug or chuica of water, but rather refers to a large bottle of
wine, whiskey or other alcohol, possibly 2 or 3 liters. 

supercapitalismo
SUPERCAPITALISM capitalism taken to its maximum expression, where everything is looked at from an economic
criterion: finance and commerce, but also education, health and social development. 

supercargador
SUPERCARGADOR literal translation of the English term SUPERCHARCHER to designate a compressor that is
installed in an internal combustion engine in order to produce a supercharge that increases its power.

supercámara
SUPER CAMERA camera with higher resolution and speed than normal cameras. 

supercepo
SUPERCEPO Argentine regulation applied in September 2020 to the dollar, triggering country risk at intolerable levels
and producing the collapse of the stock exchange.  Multinationals are withdrawing from Argentina and the Central Bank
loses millions of dollars a month from its reserves.  Alberto Fernández tries to block Argentines' access to the currency. 

supercharger
SUPERCHARGER supercharger of an internal combustion engine installed to increase its rated power 2.  Fourth album
by groove metal band Machine Head, released in 2001 and which resulted in a commercial failure

superchulo
SUPERCHULO in Mexico : something that is very good, very beautiful.  In Argentina and Bolivia : cap .  In other
countries : pimp, pimp, man profiting from the sexual exploitation of women. 

superclásico
SUPERCLASSIC match between two rival teams of large numbers of followers and long-standing, particularly in football
and basketball. 

supercoche
SUPERCOCHE luxury vehicle that goes out of normal power or luxury



supercomputador
SUPERCOMPUTER SUPERCOMPUTER

supercomputadora
SUPERCOMPUTER computer with central processing capacity in terms of speed and power far superior to the largest
computers available on the market at any given time.  The speed of technological advancement causes a
supercomputer to soon cease to be so with the emergence of new and more powerful models. 

superconductores
SUPERCONDUCTORS See [SUPERCONDUCTOR, material that has the ability to conduct electric current without
offering resistance when it is at certain temperatures, being therefore of high energy efficiency and, very important in
electronics, without generating heat. 

supercontagiador
SUPERCONTAGIATOR Term opened by the World Health Organization (WHO) in May 2020 to highlight asymptomatic
individuals who spread a virus or bacteria among the population because they are circulating among people while they
are sick at a much higher than normal contagion rate.  In situations of knowledge and protection this rate is less than 2
people per person infected, rather about 1 , 5 and up to 1 . 0 , but super-infecters commonly do so at a rate of
approximately 3. 0 .  This figure, statistically called R0, determines the rate at which an epidemic or pandemic spreads
and is determinizing in the number of deaths due to the collapse of the health system.

supercontagiadores
SUPERCONTAGIATOR Plural SUPERTAGIATORS .  See SUPERCONTAGIADOR

supercómplice
SUPER-MPLICE largely compliced.  Something strange, for you are complicit in a crime or you are not.  No half inks. 

superenamorada
SUPER-LOVE FEMALE SUPERENAMORADO

superenamorado
SUPERENAMORATED very much in love, who has a lot of love (for someone) 

superentierro
SUPERENTIERRO error by SUPERENTIERRO lavish or striking funeral ceremony in which there is great pomp or
much fuss, such as performing a procession throwing fireworks and walking the coffin through the population with great
rumble. 

superestrella
SUPERSTAR 1 .  Giant Star 2.  Artist of great quality and popularity. 

superestrellato
Outstanding starry SUPERESTRELLATO among the stars



superexprés
SUPEREXPERS anglilicism by ultra-fast, of maximum promptness.

superfecundación
SUPERFECUNDATION fertilization of several eggs simultaneously. 

superfeliz
SUPERHAPPY misspelling by SUPERHAPPY , which is extremely blissful

superfichero
SUPERFICHER ERROR BY SUPERFICHER

superfinal
SUPERFINAL final of great relevance in a sport. 

superfisie
SUPERFISIE Spelling Error by SUPERFIFICIE

superfuneral
SUPERFUNERAL in SUPERBURIAL English, super-energy, term used by archaeologists for wide sites where there is a
high dendity of burials, of the common pit style, but without that negative connotation.  2 .  In Chile : Burial of a narco
with coffin walk and fireworks throwing and short, long and automatic gunshots. 

superheroína
SUPERHEROINA female version of SUPERHEROE, fictional comic book character that has superpowers.  They have
been brought to the cinema with great success

superhéroe
Superhero is a fictional character possessing superhuman powers or super powers.  Superman was created in 1938
and until 1945 was a huge success, largely due to the second world war, where the heroes were fundamental to keep
moral high.  Superman is considered the first superhero, although the Phantom was created in 1936, two years before. 
It was the Argentine comic strip Patoruzú.

superimbécil
SUPERIM-CIL Stupid stupid in highest degree, extraordinarily silly person.

superincendio
SUPERINCENDIO fire of great proportions, which lasts days to shut down and causes serious damage. 

superindividualidad
SUPERINDIVIDUALITY Individuality exacerbated

superlujo



Luxurious SUPERLUJO in the extreme

supermacia
SUPERMACIA Spelling error by SUPREMACY See SUPREMACY

supermaligno
SUPERMAIGNO extremely evil, malevolent in too much, very harmful

supermalvada
SUPERMALVADO , A of extreme evil

supermasiva
SUPERMASIVA female SUPERMASIVO term used in astronomy to designate bodies that have a very high
concentration of mass

superministerio
SUPERMINISTERIO ministry that integrates several exministerios . 

supermoderno
SUPERMODERNOS plural of SUPERMODERNO which is state-of-the-art fashion or technology. 

supernacionalismo
SUPERNATIONALISM extreme chauvinism, line of thought that abhors everything that has the slightest smell of
foreigner. 

superoperativo
SUPEROPERATIVE invention with little practicality .  In addition to having a spelling error.   Either you are operational,
or partially operational, or you are out of service.  It would be like saying pregnant and superembarazada .  You are or
you are not .  But you're not very pregnant.  By making an effort, it can be understood as an augmentative to emphasize
that (something) is working normally

superordenador
SUPERORDERER computer with multiprocessing capability and that is very at the forefront of the current power of large
computers.  They are able to manipulate Big Data, that is, massive volumes of information from transactions, data
collection from the Universe, or from any source.

superpelirroja
SUPERPELIRROJA (and not super-red) woman hair of an intense red hair color 2 .  Red-haired woman with a sculptural
body.

superpelirrojo
SUPERPELIRROJO which is intensely orange hair.  Superpelirrojos have reddish hair, light skin and face full of freckles
by an alteration of the function of the melatonin receptor gene -1 or MC1R, located on chromosome 16. 



superpeso
SUPERPESO denomination of the Mexican currency when there is a significant valorization with respect to the dollar. 
Due to the fall in us interest rates against Mexico's elders, the Chinese-American dispute and the electoral fight between
Trump and Biden, the Mexican peso that was at 22 pesos per dollar in January 2017, by the end of 2020, has made the
relationship less than 20 pesos, so Mexican economists talk about a superweight. 

superpotente
SUPERPOTENT of great power or power

superprofesional
SUPERPROFESIONAL professional very prominent in his specialty

supersaludable
SUPERHEALTHY very healthy

superteatrera
SUPERTEATRERA who is very much aist to simulate or make a fuss, exaggerating reality. 

superteatrero
EXAGGERATed SUPERTEATRERO, alaraco, which simulates to an extreme degree

supertecnología
SUPERTECHNOLOGY very powerful technology, superior to the market standard

supertecnológico
SUPERTECHnological that is technically very advanced or sophisticated: The manufacturing process is
supertechnological: not a single human being intervenes since the plant is activated. 

supertierra
SUPERTIERRA planet the size ds 1 to 10 times that of Earth and that has 1, 25 to 2 earth spokes.  They are very close
to the suns because if they are far away, when formed they did not lose much gaseous mass, as is the case of Jupiter. 

supertifón
SUPER TYPHOON typhoon with winds from 241 km/hour .  Intense Typhoon is a storm of great power, with winds from
179 km per hour, produced in the Northwestern Pacific.  A typhoon starts in winds from 119 km/hour.  When it occurs in
the north Atlantic, in the Caribbean and in the northeastern Pacific, it is called a hurricane, after the Caribbean god of
evil, Hurrican.  When it occurs in the southeastern region of the Indian Ocean or in the southwest Pacific, they are called
"severe tropical cyclones.  In the northern part of the Indian Ocean they are called severe cyclonic storms, while in the
southwest they are only tropical cyclones. 

supertoscano
SUPERTOSCANO very typical of Tuscany, region of central Italy, whose capital is Florence.  Typical Tuscan. 

supertoscano supertoscana



SUPERTOSCANA SUPERTOSCANA see SUPERTOSCANO

supervalorada
SUPERVALUE f .  SUPERVALUE 1 .  It is very well considered, well evaluated 2.  It is overvalued, too much : the
concert is superrated.

superverdura
SUPERGREEN Dark green leafy vegetables and cruciferous plants family such as cabbage are considered superfoods. 
Some of them are: watertight, Chinese cabbage, chard, beet leaves, spinach, goads, lettuce and parsley. 

suplicio dificultad
DIFFICULTY.  See SUPLICIO and DIFFICULTY

supradotado
OVERDOTED with abilities superior to those of an outstanding intellectual, athlete or athlete. 

supramayoritaria
SUPRAMAJORITARIA GREATER THAN HALF PLUS ONE. 

supraumbral
SUPRAUMBRAL which is above the threshold when it is at a lower level, if possible, is spoken of subumbral . 

supremacìa
SUPREMACY SupremacY error

suprima
conjugation form of the verb delete

sureidad
SUREITY quality of southerner

surfing
SURFING water sports activity and also the action of practicing SURF, consisting of moving around the surface of the
waves of the sea making wide turns and acrobatics, standing on a board for that purpose, sometimes with a keel.  Back.

suri
SURI In Chile There are the two types of suri or ñandú .  The one who inhabits the north, from Arica to Atacama is
almost disappearing because in the old days they were seen in flocks of 30 to 50 and today they walk solitary through
the pampa- It is called suri, ostrich or northern ñandú.  Instead the other, which inhabits the southern tip of southern
Chile, between Aysén and the Strait of Magellan, is called petiso ostrich, overo or choique.   This one is not endangered.

suris



SURIS , plural of SURI See SURI

surround
SURROUND English word meaning around : as verb means to surround , wrap. 

sushetar
Sushetar spelling error by shushetar , from the Argentine lunfardo SHUSHETA : dress or act as shusheta . 

suspención
SUSPENATION This term does not exist The correct word is SUSPENSION See E]SUSPENSION

susquiniar
SUSQUINEAR In Colombia : put some half-sided between two corner walls. 

sustancia química pura
CHEMICAL SUBSTANCE PURE element or chemical compound that does not contain other chemical components . 

sustanciador
SUBSTANCE Person that substance, which gives reality or concreteness to something.  2 .  Processing of a case or
case until it is sentencing.

sustento economico
ECONOMIC SUSTENTO (and not economic sustenment) It is the action and effect of financially supporting a person,
company or institution, sustaining it.  It's not about the other meaning of sustenment that means food, food.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be financial support, financial support

sustine abstine
SUSTINE ET ABSTINE Motto of the Greek Stoics, attributed to Epicteto, philosopher of the Cynic school, its main
exponent.  SIgnifica Supports and abstains Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be endured and resisted,
supports and endures

suwer
SUWER spelling error or phonetic deformation by SEWER, anglicism by sewer, drain.  It's called the dishwasher siphon.
 It's pronounced soyer.  2 .  Spelling error by SAWER (pronounce soyer) anglilicism by WOODMAN, by TO SAW,
sawing

suzuhara
SUZUHARA fictional character created by Gainax and designed by Yoshiyuki T?ji is the "Fourth Child", designated to
pilot the EVA-03 unit

súper-8
SUPER-8 1 .  Type of camera, film and 8 mm video recording.  popular at the end of the 20th century.  2 .  In Chile wafer
biscuit stuffed and bathed in chocolate.  3 Sci-fi 2011 film, produced by Steven Spielberg, in which after the derailment
of a train a number of paranormal phenomena begin to occur. 



súperauto
SUPERAUTO car that is beyond the state of the art.  

súperbacteria
SUPERBACTERIA bacteria that have mutated to be resistant to most antibiotics and other medications. 

súperbomba
SUPER PUMP pump much larger than usual

súpercomputadora
SUPERCOMPUTATOR computer with much greater power than the most advanced in use.  Generslally have
multiprocessing capability based on multiple concurrent access CPUs.  They have access capacity and memory several
powers greater than normal.

súperconductor
SUPERCONDUCTOR material that has zero resistance to the flow of electric current when its temperature drops to its
critical value or lower. This entails the total conservation of energy and the lack of heat dissipation. 

súperentierro
SUPERENTIERRO lavish or striking funeral ceremony in which there is great pomp or much fuss, such as performing a
procession throwing fireworks and walking the coffin through the town with great rumble. 

súperfichero
SUPERFILE Set of data sheets with attributes greater than usual, either in terms of content, or the total volume of
information

súperheroe
SUPERHERO (and not superheroe) fictional cartoon character, who has also been taken to the cinema, possesses
superhuman powers or supernatural abilities and who normally fights evil.  You can, for example, have X-ray vision,
speed of light, fly and breathe in outer space, become another being, become invisible at will, be immortal, etc.but this
condition is not essential. 

súperheroes
SUPERHEROES group of comic book characters, from Marvel and DC, who possess superpowers and who defend the
planet from great villains. 

súperpersonalidad
SUPERPERSONALITY outstanding personality, extroverted or authoritarian, which draws general attention

súperprocesador
SUPERPROCESSOR 1 .  Computer that has several CPUs and is able to multitask very efficiently thanks to the fact
that it does not require reloading the cache frequently.  2 .  High-speed, powerful processor chip

súperproducida



SUPERPRODUCT VERY MADE UP AND ARRANGED

súpervigilancia
SUPERVIGILANCE guard and control of high level, either in personnel and / or technology. 

swap
SWAP English verb which means to exchange or change .  2 English noun meaning change, kitchen, exchange.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be swing, exchange, interchange,

swatting
swatt, in English corresponds to a police team ( in English: Special Weapons And Tactics,?   '' Weapons and 39 special
tactics;  ) built-in elite in various security forces.  Its members are trained to carry out high-risk operations.  Hence
derives the Swatting gerund, which is a joke commonly machined by cybercriminals and consists of calling the police to
report a murder or a threat that something tragic is about to occur.

swear of god
SWEAR OF GOD English expression of the Spanish synonym I swear to God

swell
SWELL slang by great , fantastic

swerf
SWERF acronym for sex anglicanism WORKER-EXCLUSIONARY RADICAL FEMINIST or radical feminist
whore-excludeing putophobic conservative feminists, who hate prostitutes Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be putophobic

swingers
SWINGERS of the same term in English, couples who like to perform sexual exchanges with other couples in a
consensual way.  In turn comes from swinging, having multiple sexual partners, maintaining a fixed partner.

synchysis
SYNCHYSIS LITERARY FIGURES, or rhetorical figures, are classified into 5 groups 1.  DICTION FIGURES 2 . 
ORDER FIGURES, 3 .  THOUGHT FIGURES, 4 .  FIGURES OF MEANING , 5 .  PICTURESQUE FIGURES or
Description Figures .  Group 1.  Diction figures consist of 4 subgroups : 1 . 1 TRANSFORMATION FIGURES, 1 . 2 . 
REPEAT FIGURES , 1 . 3 OMISSION FIGURES , 1 . 4 POSITION FIGURES .  Within the latter there are, in turn, 4
literary figures, namely : 1 . 4 . 1 HYPOBATON, 1 . 4 . 2 ANASTROFE OR INVESTMENT , 1 . 4 . 3 TEMESIS OR
LEXICAL ENCAVALGATION and 1 . 4 . 4 SYNCHYSYS , MIXTURA VERBORUM , CACOSINTETON or SYNQUISIS . 
The symchisis consists of transposing terms into a sentence to get a rhyme or to disrupt the order of it.  In Latin it was
easy to understand and reconstruct it through cases, which in Latin formed morphological declines.  In Spanish there
are only prepositional declines so it is very difficult to understand or rebuild them.

synth-pop
SYNTH-POP or SYNTH POP, anglilicism by POP SYNTHESIZED, is a musical subgenre of the New Wave (new wave,
New Wave) derived from electronic music. 



t-shirt
T-SHIRT T-shirt, short sleeve. 

ta mare
TA MARE Abbreviated expression of the INTERjection PUTA MADRE!

tabarés
TABARS 1 .  Fernanda , Journalist in 2020 Director of Audiovisual Voice .  You can read your articles of the Voice of
Galicia online.  2 .  Jorge (Sagunto , 1996), Spanish composer and pianist. 3 .  Raul, academic and researcher from
Bilbao, Spain. 

tabata
TBATA , sometimes TABATA It is a personal training program consisting of doing a preprogrammed series of exercises
for a certain time, never more than one hour and 30 minutes, with chains of 8 types of exercises the most frequent
possible within about 20 seconds each and with intervals of 10 seconds to rest and relax the muscles and prevent it
from fatigue or injury.  Depending on the self-interest, they are framed in gymnastic exercises, weights or machines, to
achieve greater flexibility, greater strength or greater aerobic capacity and physical endurance.

tabla de informática
List of fixed data that, unlike databases relate them, they are flat and have two inputs and a single possibility of entry for
access to a desired value.  For example, a table of a health system could have a line of heading of the following
columns REGION, city, inhabitants, over 60, adults, children, infants 0-2, hospitals, CONSULTORIS, clinics,
consultations, C major, C adult S, CONSULTATIONS C INFANTS, CHILDREN, DEATHS, HIGH.  The lines will have the
first column filled with the names of the regions.  The intersection of a vertical fixed variable against a horizontal allows
to find the searched value.  Two entries is because you can search from a specific region (line) or from a column (fourth
region and adults for example.  There are 3 entrances, rare volumetric tables

tabla de mendeleyev
PERIODIC TABLE OF ELEMENTS or TABLE OF MENDELEIEV Mendeleiev was a Russian chemist who managed to
frame all uran chemical elements and rare burials in groups according to their chemical characteristics.  Not all the
elements were known yet, but thanks to this technique it was possible to predict the characteristics of the unknown
elements with absolute accuracy.

tabla pitagýrica
PYTHAGORIC TABLE .   ( and not pytagic ) is the graphing of the results of the sums or multiplications of the first
natural numbers as a table of two entries.  That is, rows and columns.  If you want to know the result of the multiplication
of 6 by several other numbers, simply go through the column of 6 and stop at the multi-fillers ( values of the rows) that
interest .  The result is the value that appears at the junction of column 6 with the row of interest.

tablas de plasticos de apuntes
NOTES PLASTIC TABLES (and not note plastic tables) annotation tables.  Table 30 to 35 cm long by 23 to 25 cms . 
wide with a metal fastener on the headboard to hold the papers.  It can be pressed wood, tertiary wood, acrylic or some
similar material.

tableta con pinza
TABLET WITH PINZA board of approximate 25x35 cm of thin, plastic or metallic wood with a tweezer on top to catch
one or more sheets of paper



tablets
TABLETS , tablet plural or TABLET .  It is a personal computer, size of a letter sheet (21 x 28 cms) or something
smaller, without connectivity to printers or other peripherals, with display, and integrated CPU, of a small size to be used
connected to the network or autonomously, with an internal battery usually lasting about 12 hours.  Nowadays cell
phones have all the functions and capacity of a tablet, except the surface of the screen which is considerably smaller, so
it has significantly decreased its use.  They were originally created by APPLE and went on the market with the iPad
nobre.

taca taca
TACA TACA 1 .  In Chile : tacataca , futbolito , table football , lounge game consisting of wooden or metal players
embedded in axes that cross a table and that manipulated by handles at their ends must insert a ball in the opposing
arch.  2 .  Bird

tachu
TACHU Is the vesre (youthful language in which syllables are reversed) of CHUTA! exclamation of surprise for
something.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be chuta! Oh!

tachuelota
TACHUELOTA augmentative TACHUELA . Tachuelona , low person . 

tackle
TACKLE Play that is performed in the sport of rugby, football and the like, and that consists of throwing himself from
behind to the ankles of the player who advances with the ball to knock it down.

tackleador
TACKLEADOR anglicism derived from the verb TO TACKLE , enter; in rugby it consists of entering on the legs of the
opponent to bring him down.  Player who attacks the opponent's legs with his arms and hands, to try to knock him down.

taco aguja
TACO NEEDLE women's shoe heel, stylized and tall, from 12 cms.  (or at least 10 ) . 

tacoyo
TACOYO 1 .  Transposition of letters in the word TOCAYO 2 .  Nexican restaurant, actually Taco Yo, on Roosevelt Rd. 
, Berwyn , Illinois

tacticismo
TACTICISM error by TACTISM

tahas
TAHAS in Spain: TAHA plural

tailored fit
TAILOR FIT of the English tailor tailor, tailored, tailor and fit, fit, be (a garment or piece); be tailor-made



tailoring
TAILORING Anglilicism 1 .  Adapting our international experience to local reality 2.  Practicing the profession of tailor

taimadas
TAIMADO women's plural TAIMADAS

take &#40;over&#41;
TAKE (OVER), (for the third time) spanish for hacerse cargo, asumir Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can
be take chsrge, hacerse cargo, encargarse, asumir

talabateria concepto
TALABATERIA CONCEPT error by TALABARTERIA, art of working leather, mainly to make the straps and harnesses of
cavalry and mules. 

talambucos
TALAMBUCOS Error by CALAMBUCOS , In Cuba : person who manifests a feigned or fanatical devotion, exaggerated .
 2 .  Tree of the family of gutifers, black trunk and white and aromatic flowers, from which is extracted a resin called
Maria balm.  Its wood is called Maria wood and is highly appreciated for its long duration.  It contains four active
substances: Guanadine, benzoic acid, isoguanadine and jacareubin .

talantes
TALANTE plural TALANTES, mood, mood

talavarte
TALAVARTE error by TALABARTE , belt from which hangs the saber or sword

talego
TALEGO in Spain : 1 .  money.  2 .  1000 pesetas banknote. 

talent
TALENT Anglilicism by TALENT

talento académico
ACADEMIC TALENT ability to teach high-level intellectual subjects

talento digital
DIGITAL TALENT skill in computer technology, cybernetics, robotics and artificial intelligence. 

talentos
TALENT Plural TALENT 1 .  Person with innate capacity for a given occupation 2.  Currency of the Greeks and Romans

talibanear
TALIBANING Stealing, smuggling and reducing merchandise.  In Venezuela and Mexico, Taliban gasoline has been



frequent since the pipelines, causing serious fires and many dead.

talibé
TALIB in Senegal, a Muslim country, a poor child whose parents cannot keep it, and who is handed over to the
DAARAS, a religious center of Qur'aan studies, where they are forced to beg. 

tallas x
SIZES X S is small, small, M is medium and L is Large or large.  I will indicate in second place the designation in the
United States, and the following 3 variables are, in cms CHEST, SIZE and HIPS.  In women: size of TOPSxx-small , 00
69 62 85X-small0816588X-small2846890Pequeña S4867093Pequeña S6897295Medio .     M8917598Media .     M
109477100Grande L 129881104Grande XL 1410285108Extragrande1610790113 ( XXL ) BAJOTamañoPantalones y
vaqueros ( cm ) Waist circumference ( cm ) Crotch ( cm ) Size .           USAXX-small00616276X-small063 , 5
6579X-small2666779Size S4697081Size S6717281Medium M8747581Medium M10767781Grande L12798181Grande
XL14818581Extraggle16 - 9081 XXL

talocrural
TALOCRURAL ankle

talofilia
TALOFILIA Taste for multicellular plants without tissue or the set of organs that vascular plants always have.

taludes
TALUD's plural TALUDES

tamañero tamañera
TAMAÑERO TAMAARA See TAMAARA

tamas
TAMAS , plural of TAMA, of Japanese which means perfect, but also balloon, ball.  2 .  World-class brand of musical
instruments and accessories, particularly related to percussion, such as drums and chopsticks. 

tambaquí
TAMBAQUÍ It is a wide species of fish from the Amazon and the Orinoco basin.  it is usually known as black cachama.

tambor popocotle
TAMBOR POPOCOTLE In Mexico, nahuatl popocotl , name given to laurel (Chile ).  savana laurel ( Honduras ) ; female
laurel, l.  anthill ( Nicaragua ) ; pink poma ( Belize ) ; (Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico) ; caparó , guacimilla (Dominican
Republic) ; garlic tree (Peru), baria ( Cuba), louro amarelo, teijo, uruá (among others, Brazil) and many other names. 
This name is also given to the walnut tree.  Limits of distinct or indistinct or absent growth rings.  Paratracheal or
apotracheal axial parenchyma.  Duramen brown to yellowish brown.

tamoxifeno
TAMOXIFEN, and not tamoxyfen, is a family nedicature, of antiestrogens, that is, that blocks the action of the hormone,
female, on the breasts, inhibiting the creation or growth of breast tumors. 



tanate
TANATE in Central America is a bunch of disused or old junk

tanates
TANATES , plural de TANATE

tancredismo
TANCREDISM action or behavior in which agyanta is a danger. 

tangelo
TANGELO Fruit of Chinese origin, which is a hybrid between mandadarin and pampelmusa, or between grapefruit and
mandarin.

tango electrónico
ELECTRONIC TANGO electronic version of tango that is structurally sustained from its melodic features (motifs).   The
vocal element breaks with the narrative aspect of the lyrics, which is replaced by the repetition of short phrases or
onomatopoeia in some section.  Electronic tango is a fusion between tango and electronic music. 

tania y tiquizque
TIQUIZQUE , nahuatl : quequexquic (which causes itching, spicy) Costa Rica : plant of the arachnid family, up to 2
meters tall, without aerial stem, with large, thick, triangular and afflicted leaves, and edible rhizome for both animals and
humans.  In Venezuela : ocumo , In the Dominican Republic: yautía

taoiseach
TAOISEACH Irish term meaning chief or leader, and which was adopted in the Constitution of December 1937, as the
title of the Head of Government or Prime Minister.  It is used in both English and Irish, but only for Ireland and not for,
other countries, which are called in Irish with the generic term ríomh-air.  The longer Irish form , "an Taoiseach" , is
sometimes used in English instead of "the Taoiseach". 

tapa amarilla
YELLOW TAPA A sterile luer lock seal plastic with puncture rubber, with male luer lock adapter, is named for injecting
heparin to the patient.  It's always by yellow medical protocol.

tapa rosca
ROSCA COVER It is the lid of bottles and bottles that is screwed and unscrewed

tapacolas
TAPACOLAS 1 .  cloth cloth, covering the part of the buttocks, from the waist, similar to a long-sleeved vest tied at the
waist with the body back.  2 .  Tropical plant with longer than broad leaves, erect or prostrate, soft hairs and sunken ribs,
very common in disturbed lands, such as wastelands, roadsides, dunes and paddocks. 

tapar los ojos
COVER EYES colloquial expression with sense of not wanting to assume what is obvious. 



taparle la vista
COVER THE VIEW Cover someone's eyes, blindfold them.

tapir lanudo
TAPIR WOOL Tapirus prick .  perisodactyl mammal of the tapirid family.  It is one of the 4 species existing in America,
and the only one that lives outside the rainforests in the wild. Weighs between 140 and 250 kg

taquicárdica
TACHYCARDIC of the gruego tachy 'acceleration, rapidity' and cardio 'heart' relative to the acceleration of the heart rate

tarado
TARADO participated in the verb tarar , weighing the continent of a commodity; chile : the weight of the truck or vehicle. 
2 .  Spotted or defective

taragón rojizo
ROJIZO TAGON in Honduras : a sewn bird that inhabits burrows.  He's got the tail feathers with the naked rachis.  It has
a bill and black legs.  The back and back of the eye are reddish. 

taraira
TARAIRA error by TARARIRA hoplius mslabaricus freshwater fish of the Thrinudae family

tarantiniana
TARANTINIANO , A relative to or belonging to film director Quentin Tarantino

tarantiniano
TARANTINIANO concerning American film director, producer, editor and actor Quentin Tarantino ( Knoxville , 1963) 

tarascazos
TARASCAZOS plural taraSCAZO , large chewed tarascon , large bite

tardoadolescente
TARDOADOLESCENT TERM coined by the Peruvian poet and critic Martín Rodríguez-Gaona in his work "La lira de las
masas" to describe an adult person who writes poems of little literary quality, like a teenager, without maturity.  This has
sparked outrage from successful millennial poets , who call him envious.

tardoantiguo
TARDOANTIGUO relative or belonging to the late ancient period, that is to say, to the last years of it. 

tardor
TARDOR delay, delay .  Abstract male nouns with the suffix or come from Latin, such as love, warmth, rigor or old
Spanish, from adjectives or verbs, such as agror, albor, ardor, blancor, thickness, brightness, sweetness, fear, terror,
tremor, glare, resquemor, primor, sweat, blush, pain, color and smell. 



tarea imprevista
IMPREVISTA WORK that is presented without being planned or considered .

tarjeta black
BLACK CARD Anglicism from black card, credit card (black color) that proves to be very solvent.  It is awarded by banks
to people who register high incomes

taronja
TARONJA in Spain : name of sports games for steel men and women. 2 .  Orange in Catalan. 

tarta tatín
TATIN TARTAn caramelized apple pie whose most peculiar feature is that the dough goes above apple wedges. 

tarte tatín
TARTE TATON caramelized apple pie whose most peculiar feature is that the dough goes above the apple wedges. 

tartín
TARON spelling error by TATON , a type of cake

tasa de mortalidad
MORTALITY RATE Percentage of beings who die from the universe of individuals in a statistical group, such as those
who suffer from colon cancer.

tasajar
TASAJAR dry and salt meat, usually equine, to manufacture charqui or TASAJO

tasajo
TASAJO Portion of dehydrated and dried meat .

tasajos
Plural Tasajo appraisal

tasazo
TASAZO Very favorable interest rate for the debtor of a credit .  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be a
blow with a cup would be a cup and not an appraisal 

tatarato
TATARATO misspelling by TARTRATE

tattoo
TATOO tattoo anglicism



tattoo ciborg
TATTOO CIBORG , or TATTOO CYBORG is an English expression for [BIOMECNIC TATTOO], that is, a tattoo that
resembles or recalls an arm that has been transformed into part human and part mechanistic to increase its capacity
and potency to sobehuman levels. 

tatuador
TATTOOER 1 .  Person who is dedicated to performing professional tattoos.  2 .  Tattoo device.

tatuaje biomecánico
BIOMECHANICAL TATTOO is a tattoo that simulates an implant of mechanical pieces that replace the original member,
so they are commonly done on arms and legs, as if it were an X-ray that leaves the graft exposed giving the feeling that
there is no skin.  They are also done in other places, such as the back. 

taxero
TAXERO in Panama : taxi driver

taxi boat
TAXI BOAT anglicism by collective boat, public boat for short old lads, as happens in Venice. 

taxi-brousse
taxi-brousse of the French brousse , shrub , jungle , savannah , forest , coto , wild .  We can then translate as taxi of the
savannah rather than taxi of the jungle.  It is used in Madagascar, where there are only 4 roads in the whole country and
where a private car is very expensive (you must pay for double trip, financing the return).   It is a collective van. 

taxibusero
TAXIBUSERO A person who owns one or more taxibuses or who drives a taxibus. 

tazón sin asas
BOWL WITHOUT HANDLES large cup without ears to hold it

tábata
TÁBATA see TABATA aerobic and anaerobic discipline of high intensity and short duration.  Its name comes from the
Greek idioms in which it means GAZELLE, in turn derived from the Aramaic tabitha. 

támesis
THAMES navigable river of southern England, which passes through the cities of Oxford, Eton and what makes it most
famous, London, to go to flow into the North Sea.  Being the most important in England it fulfills the important task of
supplying water to the city of London.  Its name derives from its place of origin which is Thames head.  In English his
name is Thames. 

táparos
TÁPAROS plural of TáPARO In Venezuela Very Intelligent Man In Colombia 2 .  Tuerto.  3 .  Awkward, stubborn 4. 
Yesquero.



te amo mucho
I LOVE YOU MUCH Expression of romantic and deep affection between two people

te amo para todas las vidas
I LOVE YOU FOR ALL LIVES.  Euphemism for expressing an eternal love, which will last forever.  The originality of this
phrase is that the speaker believes that human beings are reincarnated and relive and, in this case, he would continue
to love the challenged person, in each of the future reincarnations and lives.

te de milpa
MILPA TEA Infusion Made from Corn Leaf

te pasas de lanza
YOU GO PAST LANCES see GO FROM LANCES, go from ready Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
going from spears, going too smart, taking advantage of panic

te tengo abierto
I HAVE OPEN colloquial way to express that you have open a local, business, parking or place where public attention is
provided.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be open

team building
TEAM BUILDING anglicism by ARMING TEAM .  It consists of generating emotional relationships between colleagues
to increase their productivity and taste for teamwork. 2 .  set of activities to form high-performance teams and improve
interpersonal relationships within the group.  Thus improves trust, communication and teamwork in professional circles. 

team manager
TEAM MANAGER anglilicism by team manager or manager

teaser
TEASER anglicism derived from TEASE, flirting.  Flirtatious, flirttero

teatrillo
Diminutive teATRILLO theater, live showroom.  In the United States, any OFF-BROADWAY theater, modest theater,
small capacity or low quality. 

tecamate
TECAMATE Amanita muscaria See TECOMATE , FALSE ORONJA

techlash
TECHLASH anglicism derived, in turn from backlash, a strong reaction of rejection by a large number of people, in
particular against a political party or social group: The murder produced a backlash against white racism.  Techlash is a
technological whiplash, against technology. 

techno
TECHNO electronic music genre . 



tecnociencia
TECHNOSCIENCE just as we previously lived the era of the industrial revolution, today we live the technological or
technoscientific revolution.  Computer science and communications carry it.  The knowledge, research and development
for this evolution is called technoscience. 

tecnoestructura
TECNOESTRUCTURA term coined in the 80s by the Canadian economist John Kenneth Galbright (1808-2006) and
which says relationship with the professionals of a company that normalize the operation of it, using technical
knowledge. 

tecnoficción
TECHNOFICTION In the 1960s, the science fiction novels were popularized, featuring Isacc Asimov, Ray Bradbury,
Robert Heinlein and Arthur C.  Clark.  It is about using scientific knowledge to apply it to futuristic adventures with an
background or plot that is based on unrealistic scientific principles but could eventually exist.  For example, that humans
can molecularly reduce their size and enter a microsubmarino into the bloodstream, where they would face big enemies
such as giant bacteria, viruses and white blood cells that will try to eliminate the invader.  The technofiction similarly
deals with stories that are based on non-existent tencology and probably impossible to become created by humans.

tecnología amigable
FRIENDLY TECHNOLOGY (with the environment) is that technology that does not produce damage to the environment,
which seeks to minimize or cancel any negative impact and be carbon neutral. 

tecnología móvil
MOBILE TECHNOLOGY renology related to cell phones.  7 advantages has the business world with this use : Better
communication, greater collaboration with your team, better response time, increased productivity, improvement of
operational and time costs, real-time data and access to the cloud. 

tecnomamá
TECNOMAMA mother who is up to the technological standard of her children and with whom she can speak in that
language and share such technology. 

tecnooptimismo
TECNOOPTIMISM positive attitude about the permanent and increasing incorporation of technology into daily life,
improving the quality and cost of living but creating new dilemmas such as replacing many jobs with computer science
and robotics.

tecolote llanero
TECOLOTE LLANERO Athene cunicularia harigiforme bird of the family Strigidae .  It is a small, long-legged owl found
in all the open landscapes of America; it is seen in grasslands, agricultural areas, deserts and any other dry area free of
low vegetation.  In the distance it looks brown with white spots.  His eyes are yellow. 

tecomate
TECOMATE Amanita muscaria, a very common and popular basidiomycete fungus, beautiful but poisonous and
entheogenic, cosmopolitan of the order Agaricales. ?? It is the typical red-headed mushroom with white pints seen in
comic books, animated films and embellishment ceramics



teen angst
TEEN ANGST from English TEEN , teen because the numbers 13 to 19 end in teen and ANGST, English word of
German origin meaning MIEDO , TEMOR .  It is a way of naming juvenile depression, although young people who are
so regarded find the expression highly offensive. 

teenager
TEENAGER anglicism to designate those who have ages ending in teen, i.e. thirdteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen,
seventeen, eighteen and nineteen, 13 to 19 years. 

teenpic
TEENPIC English word formed by the contraction of teen, teen and pic, abbreviation of picture, movie.  It is thus defined
to a Hollywood genre that originated in the early 1950s and is part of the nascent rebellion of youth to traditional canons.
 One icon was the film Rebel Without a Cause.

teenpopear
TEENPOPEAR Make or run TEENPOP music, youth-oriented music genre, based on pop and k-pop.  It originates
around 80's in the United States.  Highlights include the drum machine, electronic drums, drums, singing and suto-tune. 

tehuelches
TEHUELCHES plural of TEHUELCHE Indigenous tribe living in the Argentine Chubut and Santa Cruz .  Another part of
the population lived in Chilean Patagonia but became extinct

teiscuino
TheusCUINO derogatory composed of the apocope of theist, person or ideology that postulates that a God created the
entire Universe, and cuckoo, pig, animal. 

teja tey
TEJA TEY 1 .  Error of the dictionary by not putting a comma between synonyms, both terms are denominations of the
tree tilia, Tilia platyphyllos Scop, of the family of the tiliaceaeTilia is the Latin name.  Some relate it to the Greek term
ptilon, wing, by which it holds its inflorescence. It is located from the Scandinavian countries to the Mediterranean,
extending to the Caucasus.  In Spain it occurs in the Pyrenean and Cantabrian provinces, and sporadically in mountains
of the peninsular center. 2 .  There are people with that name : on instagram there is a woman Tesa Tey ( @tesatey ) 

tejidas
WOVEN, plural of TEJIDO , A Textile Interlaced threads made in a loom or knots or single thread rings that form fabrics.
 . 2 .  Ukulo zoology made by caterpillars. 3 .  Zoology. Fabric made by spider to catch insects. 4 .  Textile Knitted or
crocheted work : 5 .  Things done little by little It has woven your future with constant study. 6 .  Engaño , intriga o una
trampa tejimos una farsa para conseguir nuestro propósito7 .  Mixing ordered movements in a physical exercise the
teacher has knitted the dance very well.  dressing.8  Chile and Peru Intrigue, entanglement. 9 .  Interlaced the threads of
the two series called frame and warp. 10 .  composition, medical placement and disposal one thing.

tejido conductor
CONDUCTIVE TISSUE refers to plants: tissues that conduct nutrients to different parts of a vegetable.  There are two
types: the XILEMA and the PHLOEMA.  The first is a woody tissue that carries sap; the second is the vessels or ducts
that carry the sap. 


